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Agenda Item 2

PENSIONS BOARD MINUTES
Wednesday 13 January 2021 at 6.30 pm

Present:

Councillor Scott Ainslie, Ann Biddle, Councillor Linda Bray (Chair), Ian
Fall and Glenis Williamson

Apologies:

Councillor Ibrahim Dogus

1.

DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

2.

MINUTES FROM THE MEETING HELD ON 21 OCTOBER 2020
The Chair raised one amendment to the minutes, which was to remove recommendation 2 of
item 6 of the minutes.
RESOLVED:
That the minutes were agreed subject to the above amendment.

3.

WORK PROGRAMME
The work programme was noted.

4.

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE REPORT
Linda D’Souza, Head of Payroll and Pensions, presented the report. Officers summarised that:






Since the last report the Pensions team had received no complaints, but had received
several compliments following the staff conference, and were also planning to hold
further engagement seminars; Officers explained that following latest internal audit the
overall rating was very good, as shown in green, and that the only area shown in amber
had been resolved;
Officers then gave an update on the Pensions Admin System Contract, stating that the
response had been received and evaluated, and that they were moving forward to make
sure a contract was in place for April;
There would be an update on the judicial reviews relating to the exit cap regulations at
the next Pensions Board meeting as they would not be heard until late in March. The
response to the McCloud consultation was likely to be delayed and therefore all the
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associated regulation changes may take much longer and possibly as late as 2023.
In response to questions from members, officers explained that:





There were redactions in the report because it was an overarching report for all service
areas across the council, and that the redacted section was not relevant to the Pensions
Board. It was also mentioned in response to questions that parts of the report that
related to housing rents should also have been redacted,
That there been an increase in the take-up of usage of the pensions portal by staff, and;
That there were no immediate concerns around resources in the Pensions team.

RESOLVED:
1. That the Pension Administration Service Performance update covering the period from
October to December 2020 be noted.

5.

LAMBETH PENSION FUND - RISK REGISTER
Linda D’Souza, Head of Payroll and Pensions, presented the report.
Members discussed the risk rating PA21 and queried the low rating, that it should increase or
further narrative to be provided around why it is rated as low.
RESOLVED:
1.
2.

6.

That the Lambeth Pension Fund Risk Register and the additional actions proposed to
mitigate risk be noted.
That the risk rating PA21 be reviewed.

LAMBETH PENSION FUND - GOVERNANCE REVIEW ACTION PLAN UPDATE
Linda D’Souza, Head of Payroll and Pensions, presented the report.
Officers stated that the action plan was in progress and the areas that were in red were steadily
changing to green, and that they would be updating the Board on this progress regularly.
In response to questions from members Officers stated that there was a three-year training plan,
which was one of the policy documents that had been issued. Officers also stated that as part of
the governance review in 2018, a skills assessment was carried out at the time indicating that
members had sufficient knowledge to carry out their responsibilities. However, since then
member engagement in training facilitated by Officers had been inconsistent. Members
requested that it be recommended to the Pensions Committee and Board that members be
actively involved with training made available by the Pensions team.
RESOLVED:
1.
2.

That the Lambeth Pension Fund governance review update and action plan be noted.
That the Pension Board recommend to the Pensions Committee a commitment that both
Board and Committee members actively engage in all training opportunities.
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7.

LAMBETH PENSION FUND INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Hamant Bharadia, Assistant Director of Finance, presented the report.
Officers pointed out that the pension fund continued to outperform the benchmarks set for it.
In response to questions from members, officers stated that:




The team’s investment strategy was focussed on making responsible investments, and it
had done over the last ten years, and;
The Pensions team had not invested in assets that would affect ESG risks as it was a
part of their investment strategy not to do so, and;
The LCIV had made a presentation to the Pensions which included an update on their
governance review, their approach to responsible investment amongst other updates.
The presentation would be shared with Board Members.

RESOLVED:
1.

8.

That the report, together with the information in the accompanying exempt from
disclosure report, be noted.

LAMBETH PENSION ADMINISTRATION - PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR THE
PERIOD OCTOBER 2020 TO DECEMBER 2020
This item was not discussed as it was already included in the agenda under the title ‘Investment
Performance Report’.

9.

LAMBETH PENSION FUND - INVESTMENT MANAGERS SUMMARY - 30
SEPTEMBER 2020
RESOLVED:
That under section 100A-H of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and public be excluded
from the remainder of the meeting on the grounds that, for the item of business summarised
below, it was likely that exempt information, as defined by Section 1001 and Schedule 12a of
the Local Government Act 1972 and as specified by reference to the appropriate paragraph
thereof, would be disclosed to them:
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person including
the authority holding that information.

The meeting ended at 7.36 pm
CHAIR
PENSIONS BOARD
Wednesday 14 April 2021
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Date of Despatch: Thursday 21 January 2021
Contact for Enquiries: Marianna Ritchie
Tel: 020 7926 8640
E-mail: mritchie@lambeth.gov.uk
Web: www.lambeth.gov.uk
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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Pensions Board Work Programme 2020-21

Lead Officer/ Author
Linda Osborne
Andrien Meyers / Linda
D’Souza
Linda D’Souza
Andrien Meyers
Andrien Meyers

Comments

Lambeth Pension Fund – Governance Review action plan update
Lambeth Pension Fund Risk Management Strategy & Risk Register
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Performance Review
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Manager’s Summary

21 October 2020
Start time 18:30
Report Title
Lambeth Pension Administration – Quarterly Performance update
Lambeth Pension Fund – Governance Review action plan update

Part II

Comments
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At 13.01.21 meeting.

Business Plan 2020/21
Lambeth Pension Fund Risk Register
Pension Fund Annual Report and Accounts
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Performance Review
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Manager’s Summary

Part II

Agenda Item 3

Lead Officer/ Author
Linda Osborne
Andrien Meyers / Linda
Andrien Meyers Linda
D’Souza
Linda D’Souza
Andrien Meyers
Andrien Meyers
Andrien Meyers

22 July 2020
Start time 18:30
Report Title
Lambeth Pension Administration – Quarterly Performance update

Pensions Board Work Programme 2020-21

Lead Officer/ Author
Linda Osborne Linda
D’Souza
Linda D’Souza
Linda D’Souza
Hamant Bharadia
Hamant Bharadia

Comments

Lambeth Pension Administration – Quarterly Performance update
Pension Fund Risk Register
Lambeth Pension Fund – Governance Review action plan update
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Performance Review
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Manager’s Summary

14 April 2021
Start time 18:30
Report Title
Lambeth Pension Administration – Quarterly Performance update
Pension Fund Risk Register
Lambeth Pension Fund – Governance Review action plan update
Closing and Audit Plan 2020/21
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Performance Review
Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Manager’s Summary

Part II

Comments

Part II
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Lead Officer/ Author
Linda D’Souza
Linda D’Souza
Linda D’Souza
Hamant Bharadia
Hamant Bharadia
Hamant Bharadia

13 January 2021
Start time 18:30
Report Title
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Agenda Item 4

Pension Board 14 April 2021
Report title: Lambeth Pension Administration – Performance report for the period January
2021 to March 2021
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Finance and Performance, Councillor Andrew Wilson
Report Authorised by: Fiona McDermott, Strategic Director Finance & Investment
Contact for enquiries: Linda D’Souza, Head of Payroll and Pensions, 07854 752186,
ldsouza@lambeth.gov.uk

Report summary
This is a performance report for the Pension Board as part of their remit to oversee the
administration of the Lambeth Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS). The report includes
the agreed performance indicators, administrative updates, developments and projects.

Finance summary
There are no financial implications arising from the recommendations in this report.

Recommendations
1.

To note the Pension Administration Service Performance update covering the January
2021 to March 2021.

1
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1.
Context
1.1 The Pension Board is required to review, provide feedback and question the performance
of the pensions administration service. This report provides information on the
performance of Lambeth Pensions in relation to all its members (active, deferred or
pensioner).
Membership data
1.2 The table below sets out the key changes in the membership since the last report:

Membership type

Totals at 31.12.20

Totals at 31.03.21

Active
Deferred pensioner
Pensioner
Widow/dependant

4,985
8,474
6,264
1,128

5,016
8,456
6,300
1,146

Key performance indicators
1.3 Lambeth Pensions measures the work processed using standard LGPS targets. The total
number of pensions cases completed on the Altair system in the period January to March
2021 was 864. Cases are normally set to be completed within 5 or 10 working days
depending on the nature of the case. Statistics on key performance indicators can be
found in Appendix 1.
1.4 In the period January to March 2021 a total of 42 redundancy estimates and 11 actual
redundancy calculations were processed. This compares to 23 estimated and 17 actual
calculations for the same period last year, i.e. January 2020 to March 2020.
Communications
1.5 Pensioner Newsletter: The Pensions Team is currently preparing to issue the April 2021
pensioner newsletter to advise pensioner members of the annual pension uplift of 0.5%
effective from 12 April 2021.
On-line Activity
1.6 Member Self Service: Member Self-Service (MSS) is an on-line platform to enable
pension scheme members to access details about their LGPS pension rights. There are
currently 2,868 registered users. The team encourages all pension scheme members to
use MSS and links to the site are given in emails and other communications. Statistics on
usage are shown in Appendix 1.
1.7 Lambeth Pension Fund Website: There is also a Lambeth Pension Fund website which
houses general information about the LGPS in addition to specific information pertaining to
the London Borough of Lambeth Pension Fund, for example:



Information about the running of the Lambeth Pension Fund (e.g. who the Pension
Board and Pension Committee members are)
scheme guides and forms
2
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valuation reports
member newsletters
various pension fund policies (e.g. Communications Policy) and
annual reports. The final 2019/20 Annual Report has recently been uploaded onto
the website.

1.8 Statistics on usage is shown in Appendix 1.
Complaints and compliments
1.9 Lambeth Pensions received four complaints in this period. Details are shown in Appendix
1.
Internal Dispute Resolution Procedure
1.10 There were no stage 1 appeals this quarter.
Risk register
1.11 The risk register was updated this quarter and presented to the Pensions Committee on 24
March 2021. Details are provided in a separate report.
Lambeth Pension Fund Discretions
1.12 There were no discretions exercised under the Lambeth Pension Fund’s Discretionary
Policy in this period.
Pensions Contract
1.13 Lambeth’s contract with Aquila Heywood for the supply of the Altair pensions
administration system which was due to end in March 2021 has been extended for a
period of five years from 1 April 2021 to the 31 March 2026. This extension will ensure
service continuity in fulfilling the Council’s statutory responsibility for the proper
administration of the Local Government Pensions Scheme (LGPS) and will also enable the
Council to review the market and the capability and capacity of suppliers on the LGPS
national framework and provide sufficient mobilisation time to transfer to any new
arrangement if appropriate.
The Pension’s Regulator (TPR) Public Service Governance and Administration Survey
1.14 In late January 2021 TPR released their annual governance and administration survey of
public pension schemes. The survey is designed to determine how schemes are
progressing on meeting the expected standards of governance and administration in order
to focus on areas where they may need more support.
1.15 Since last year’s survey some new questions were included to understand how the
COVID-19 pandemic has affected the operation of public service pension schemes.
1.16 The response from the Lambeth Pension Fund was submitted on 26 February 2021.

3
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Ongoing developments
1.17 Guaranteed Minimum Pension (GMP) Reconciliation Update: The third party provider
(ITM) undertaking the GMP reconciliation service for Lambeth Pension Fund has now
completed the GMP reconciliation. The project involved comparing the GMP records held
by HMRC with those on Lambeth’s pension administration system and reconciling any
differences found. ITM has been assisting the Council with this work since 2017 and, after
HMRC provided a final extract of their records in 2020, the project has been brought to a
close with the final analysis of any remaining inconsistencies.
1.18 At the beginning of the GMP reconciliation project 46.9% of the Fund membership was
classed as reconciled. With the completion of the final analysis, this has increased to
99.7%, representing a very high degree of success. It should be noted that there is a small
number of cases requiring review; this work will be completed during April, at which point
the reconciliation project will be formally closed.
1.19 GMP Rectification: Following the completion of the GMP reconciliation, initial rectification
results have been provided to the Council. ITM applied corrected GMP values to all
members where HMRC values were accepted or agreed with during the reconciliation
phase of GMP work. ITM then projected the impact of this on members’ benefits to
determine the change to pensions in payment and the amount of any under or
overpayments. There were c 4,700 pensioner and dependant members in scope, however,
only around 8% of the population reviewed will require a correction to be made.
1.20 To provide some context around the results, ITM has provided the following summary:
Pensioners – 349 in scope for rectification

39 pensioners, with an average annual increase to pensions in payment of £117

40 pensioners, with an average amount of underpayment of £1,772

310 pensioners with an average annual decrease to pensions in payment of £146

309 pensioners with an average amount of overpayment of £1,618
Dependants – 26 in scope for rectification

6 dependants with an average annual increase to pensions in payment of £43

6 dependants with an average amount of underpayment of £355

20 dependants with an average annual decrease to pensions in payment of £86

20 dependants with an average amount of overpayment of £703
1.21 Live processing will take place during May, with member communications due to be issued
in late May / early June. It is anticipated that corrected pensions will be paid from August
2021.
1.22 ITM has advised that the results presented to the Council are similar to those being
presented to other funds.

4
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1.23 Exit Pay Reform: On 12 February 2021, HM Treasury (HMT) published the Exit Payment
Cap Directions 2021 which disapply the exit cap regulations until the actual exit cap
regulations are revoked. This means the exit cap no longer applies to exits that take place
on or after 12 February 2021. In the accompanying guidance, they confirmed that the cap
may have had unintended consequences.
1.24 The Scheme Advisory Board sought legal advice on exits that occurred while the 2020
Regulations were in force (between 4 November 2020 to 11 February 2021) and based on
that advice, the SAB recommends that administering authorities:





may pay unreduced benefits to all members who left during this period due to
redundancy or business efficiency at age 55 or over
should request the full strain cost of paying unreduced benefits from the Scheme
employer, and
should not seek to adjust the unreduced benefits or the strain cost payable by the
Scheme employer to reflect any cash alternative payment the employer has paid.

1.25 Fortunately, there were no Lambeth Pension Fund members aged 55 or over who were
made redundant that exceeded the £95k exit pay cap and therefore no rectification is
necessary.
1.26 Looking ahead, the Government confirmed in the Guidance that HM Treasury will bring
forward proposals at pace to tackle unjustified exit payments, although this is not likely to
be in the next few months due to the time it will take to consult and make changes to
legislation.
1.27 It is understood that the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
(MHCLG) plans to introduce further changes to exit payments following the recent MHCLG
consultation on reforming local government exit pay. MHCLG has confirmed that it will
consult again on further reforms to exit payments before any changes are made.

2.
Proposal and Reasons
2.1 It is proposed that the Pensions Board notes the performance of Lambeth Pensions as
outlined in this report
3.
FINANCE
3.1 There are no additional financial implications in relation to the items mentioned in this
report.
4.
LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY
4.1 There are no legal implications arising directly from the contents of this report.
4.2 There are no additional comments from Democratic Services.
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5.
CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION
5.1 Where possible Lambeth Pensions shares ideas and working practices with other pension
funds.
5.2 The Pension Committee and Pension Board Chairs have been consulted on Lambeth
Pension Fund’s response to the MHCLG Consultation.
6.
RISK MANAGEMENT
6.1 Action has been taken to mitigate any risks in relation to the items mentioned in this report.
The Risk Register highlights the appropriate control measures to mitigate potential risks.
7.
EQUALITIES IMAPCT ASSESSMENT
7.1 There are no equalities issues.
8.
COMMUNITY SAFETY
8.1 There are no community safety issues.
9.
ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
9.1 Environmental
None for the purpose of this report.
9.2 Health
Not applicable.
9.3 Corporate Parenting
Not applicable.
9.4 Staffing and accommodation
None for the purpose of this report.
9.5 Responsible Procurement
None for the purpose of this report.
10. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 Not applicable.

6
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Appendix 1
PENSION ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE 2021

1. Summary of key cases recorded on Altair Workflow between 1 July 2020 to 31 March 2021
Case type

Total
cases
completed

Target
days to
complete

Percentage
completed
within target
Jul to Sep
2020

Percentage
completed
within target
Oct to Dec
2020

Percentage
completed
within target
Jan to Mar
2021

Rating

Comments

>= 95% Green
>= 90% Amber
< 90% Red

60

10

74%

88%

85%

There was a slight dip this quarter possibly due to staff
taking leave and end of year process commencing.
There is an ongoing exercise to identify if all Workflow
tasks are closed off in a timely manner which has an
impact on the performance statistics.

Deaths

58

10

80%

97%

90%

The dip again in this quarter could be related to the
above reasons. This will be closely monitored over the
coming weeks.

Retirement
estimates &
actuals

165

8

83%

91%

90%

The dip again in this quarter could be related to the
above reasons and also the higher than average
number of retirements processed. This will be closely
monitored over the coming weeks.

Transfers in /
out estimates
& actuals

84

25

74%

98%

85%

The dip again in this quarter could be related to the
above reasons. This will be closely monitored over the
coming weeks.

Refunds

37

10

98%

96%

100%
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Deferred
benefit
estimates &
actuals

Appendix 1
PENSION ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE 2021
2. Member Self Service Statistics
Member Self-Service (MSS) is an on-line platform to enable pension scheme members to access details about their LGPS pension rights.
Type of
member

Number of
MSS users at
31.12.19

Number of
MSS users at
30.06.20

Number of
Number of
Number of
MSS users at MSS users at MSS users
30.09.20
31.12.20
at 31.03.21

Increase since
31.12.20

739
473
689
31

781
504
728
32

924
602
735
38

1,164
676
772
42

1,216
676
875
42

1,222
668
937
41

6
-8
62
-1

*Percentage of
users by
membership
type at 31.03.21
24.36%
7.90%
14.87%
3.58%

1,932

2,045

2,299

2,654

2,809

2,868

59

13.71%

*Membership: 5,016 actives; 8,456 Deferred Pensioners; 6,300 Pensioners; 1,146 Widow/dependants.

A summary of activity that compares the periods during 2019 to 2021 is given in the table below.
Activities

Number of log ins
First Time Logins
Incorrect passwords
Usernames not recognised
Disabled accounts
People viewing documents

Jan 2019
to Jun
2019
1,979
441
944
133
438

Jul 2019 Oct 2019 Jan 2020 Jul 2020 Oct 2020 Jan 2021
to Sep
to Dec
to Jul
to Sep
to Dec to Mar
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2021
1,740
277
626
1,038
207
103

905
131
248
434
60
241

2,053
525
879
103
430

1,619
403
366
976
94
102

1,124
163
281
452
67
495

1,089
126
286
431
65
277
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Active
Deferred
Pensioners
Widow/
dependant
Totals

Number of
MSS users at
30.09.19

Appendix 1
PENSION ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE 2021
3. Lambeth Pension Fund website statistics during 2021

Visits

Visits by Traffic Type

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Visits

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

New Visits

JUN

JUL

Direct

AUG

SEP

OCT

Organic

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

Referral

Month

MAR 20

APR 20

MAY 20

JUN 20

JUL 20

AUG 20

SEP 20

OCT 20

NOV 20

DEC 20

JAN 20

FEB 20

Visits

218

240

211

236

253

398

325

271

262

195

311

393

New Visits

168

196

167

191

189

290

243

212

199

143

276

326

Page Views

277

313

269

299

328

549

428

342

325

257

422

512

Visits by traffic type
Direct

37.20%

29.60%

43.10%

36.40%

32.40%

47.70%

42.80%

46.10%

48.10%

43.60%

51.40%

52.20%

Organic

56.90%

55%

52.60%

59.30%

65.20%

35.90%

47.10%

52.40%

47.70%

51.80%

46.00%

46.60%

Referral

5.90%

15.40%

4.30%

4.30%

2.40%

16.30%

10.10%

1.50%

4.20%

4.60%

2.40%

1.20%

*Visits by traffic – see below definitions:
Direct – Users who come to the website directly by typing in the web address (or using a favourite).
Organic Traffic – Users who come to the website from natural search engine results.
Referral - Visitors that landed on the website through a link on another website, such as Facebook or a site that references a blog article.
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Appendix 1
PENSION ADMINISTRATION PERFORMANCE 2021
4. Complaints
Complaint
Deferred member claimed that there was an incorrect
period of service shown on their deferred statement.
Deferred member unsatisfied with the delayed response
from Occupational Health in relation to the member’s
request to receive early payment of pension benefits due
to ill health.
Active member complaint regarding the period of service
showing on their pension statement.
Complaint raised regarding the delay in receiving a
transfer value quotation.

Response
Explained to the member that the deferred pension statement was interpreted incorrectly and
provided further clarification.
Active communication with Occupational Health to expedite an appointment in order to reach
a resolution.
Explained that this period of service was provided by the employer and therefore needed to
be clarified with the employer. The employer was also contacted.
The individual had two periods of service and a quotation was provided for only one. The
oversight was immediately corrected.

Open/Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed
Closed

The table below is an extract of the Breaches Log for 2021 inclusive of all breaches from previous periods that remain open.
Date
Identified

Description
& cause of
breach

Reported
Yes/No (with
justification if
N and dates)

Actions to be taken / Outcome

Date
actions
taken

RAG

Possible effect of breach
and wider implications

Open /
Closed
with date

20.05.19

Non-payment
of employer
secondary
contributions
Non-payment
of employer
contributions

Yes

Historic issue with employer in terms of paying over
the secondary contributions. Various discussions to
resolve the situation have taken place including
legal proceedings.
Employer reminded of their statutory obligations.
Continued discussions ongoing and finalising
resolution. A cessation valuation has been
undertaken and discussions on payment are
ongoing.

Ongoing

Red

The funding position of the
employer worsens over
time.

Open

Reported
to
Regulator
N/Y with
date
No

Mar-20
onwards

Amber

The funding position of the
employer worsens over
time.

Open

No

27.03.20

No

For the LGPS a breach occurs if there is a failure to do anything required under the Regulations, Framework or overriding legislation. This includes providing
incorrect information. Action is being taken to identify any other breaches and if applicable these will be added to the Breaches Log. Single, low impact breaches
are usually considered to be immaterial. A series of breaches can amount to a material breach and then a decision would be needed about whether to report to
The Pensions Regulator. Currently the breaches listed above are not being reported.
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5. Breaches – Pensions Administration 2021
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Agenda Item 5

PENSIONS COMMITTEE 24 MARCH 2021
PENSIONS BOARD 14 APRIL 2021
Report title: Lambeth Pension Fund – Risk Register
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Finance and Performance: Councillor Andy Wilson
Report Authorised by: Fiona McDermott: Strategic Director for Finance and
Investment
Contact for enquiries: Linda D’Souza, Head of Payroll and Pensions – 07854
752186, ldsouza@lambeth.gov.uk : Robert Browning, Head of Treasury and
Pensions – 07394 402801, rbrowning@lambeth.gov.uk.

REPORT SUMMARY
This report provides the Board with details of the arrangements in place to manage
the risks within the Lambeth Pension Fund as set out in the Risk Register (Appendix
1).

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no direct financial implications in agreeing this report outside of the ongoing administration and governance of the pension fund.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Pensions Committee
To note and review the Lambeth Pension Fund Risk Register and the additional
actions proposed to mitigate risk.

2.

To consider the recommendations submitted by the Board.

1.

Pensions Board
To note and review the Lambeth Pension Fund Risk Register and the additional
actions proposed to mitigate risk.

2.

To recommend any possible amendments to the Pensions Committee.
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1
1.1

CONTEXT
Effective risk management is an essential part of any governance framework as it
identifies risks and the actions required to mitigate their potential impact. For a
pension fund, those risks will come from a range of sources including:








the funding position
investment performance
membership changes
benefits administration
costs
communications; and,
financial systems.

1.2

The risks that have been identified are incorporated into the Fund’s Risk Register.

1.3

The Pensions Board will monitor the Risk Register as part of its scrutiny role in
relation to risk and compliance and forward any specific recommendations or
concerns to the Pensions Committee. However, the Pensions Committee is the
ultimate risk owner for the Lambeth Pension Fund and therefore an updated Risk
Register is brought to the Committee at least once a year

2

PROPOSALS AND REASONS

2.1

The updated Risk Register, which is in line with Lambeth Council’s Corporate Risk
Register format, is attached in Appendix One.

2.2

Risks are assessed in terms of the potential impact of the risk event should it occur,
and in terms of the likelihood of it occurring. These are then multiplied to produce an
overall risk score which are then used to prioritise the risk rating at high, medium or
low.

L I K E L I H O O D

THREAT

I M P A C T
Minor (1)

Significant (2) Serious (4)

Major (8)

Very Likely (4)

4

8

16

32

Likely (3)

3

6

12

24

Unlikely (2)
Very Unlikely
(1)

2

4

8

16

1

2

4

8

OPPORTUNITY I M P A C T
Minor (1)

Significant (2) Serious (4)

Major (8)

Very Likely (4)

4

8

16

32

Likely (3)
Unlikely (2)

3
2

6
4

12
8

24
16
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Very Unlikely
(1)
2.3

2.4

1

2

4

8

There are no red rated risks and five amber rated risks. The four risks are
summarised below, and the mitigations are set out within Appendix One:


PA9 – Incorrect, failed, or late receipt of employee/employer contribution
payments. Current rating is 6 and the target rating is 4. The situation regarding
ML Community’s contribution arrears is nearing resolution; however, the PLT
arrears remain outstanding.



PA24 – Remedies relating to the McCloud judgement that need to be made in
relation to the LGPS – Court of Appeal ruling that the transitional protections
awarded to some scheme members were unlawful on the grounds of age
discrimination and could not be justified. The current rating is 6 and the target
rating is 2. It is the government’s intention for legislation to be in place by April
2022 and therefore the risk status is unlikely to change for some time.



PA25 – Guaranteed Minimum Pension (GMP) equalisation – High court ruling
determination that UK defined pension schemes must compensate members for
differences attributable to GMP. The current rating is 6 and the target rating is 2.
HMT announced in their consultation that the final GMP conversion remedy for
public service pensions is unlikely to be implemented until April 2024 at the
earliest. Therefore, the risk status is unlikely to change for some time.



PA26 – GMP Reconciliation & Rectification – Impact of the potential
adjustments to be made to members’ pensions as a result of the GMP
reconciliation exercise. Current rating is 6 and target rating is 2. A final report
detailing the adjustments is due to be issued in early 2021 so the rating could
potentially change at that point.

The Risk Register is reviewed regularly to ensure that any new and emerging risks
are identified and captured on the risk, together with appropriate mitigations and
managements. Since the last Pension Board meeting on 13 January 2021, the
following change to the Risk Register rating has been made.
Reference
Number

PA30 Exit Pay
Reform

Previous
Rating

6

Current
Rating

NA

Reason for change
The treasury recently laid before Parliament
the necessary statutory instrument which
revokes the exit pay regulations.
No remedies are necessary as the exit cap
did not apply to any Lambeth Pension Fund
members who retired between 4 November
to date.
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PA21 Insufficient
attention to
social, ethical &
environmental
risks

1

4

Further to the Pension Board
recommendation to the Pension Committee
to increase the risk rating.

3
3.1

FINANCE
There are no financial implications arising from the recommendations of this report.

4
4.1

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY
The Lambeth Pension Fund is run in accordance with the Local Government Pension
Scheme Regulations 2013 enacted along with other Regulations under the
Superannuation Act 1972 and the Public Service Pension Act 2013, and is for the
benefit of Council employees and outside organisations which have entered into an
agreement with Lambeth to provide pensions for their staff.

4.2

The Pension Committee must be mindful of their fiduciary duty to obtain the best
possible financial return on the investments it administers within the investment
strategy framework.

4.3

There are no additional comments from Democratic Services.

5
5.1

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION
Consultation with appropriate officers of the Council to establish the current risks has
been undertaken. The risk register is also presented at the Pensions Committee.

6
6.1

RISK MANAGEMENT
The recommendations contained within the risk register are intended to mitigate
financial and reputational risk where possible.

7
7.1

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT
None for the purposes of this report.

8
8.1

COMMUNITY SAFETY
None for the purposes of this report.

9

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
None for the purposes of this report.

9.2

Health
None for the purposes of this report.

9.3

Corporate Parenting
None for the purposes of this report.
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9.4

Staffing and accommodation
None for the purposes of this report.

9.5

Responsible Procurement
None for the purposes of this report.

10
10.1

TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Not Applicable.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Consultation
Name/Position
Councillor Andrew
Wilson, Cabinet
Member
Fiona McDermott,
Strategic Director
Christina
Thompson, Director
of Finance
Hamant Bharadia,
Assistant Director of
Finance
Andrew Pavlou,
Legal Services
Marianna Ritchie,
Democratic
Services

Lambeth
directorate/
division or
partner

Date Sent

Date
Received

Finance and
Performance

04.03.2021

05.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

03.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

Finance and
Investment
Finance and
Investment/
Finance and
Property
Finance and
Investment/
Finance and
Property
Legal and
Democratic
Services
Legal and
Democratic
Services

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information
Appendices

Comments
in para:

N/A
3 March 2021
11 March 2021
No
No
N/A
N/A
N/A
 Appendix One – Lambeth
Pension Fund Risk Register

Target Impact

Target Rating

4

1

2

2

TREND

Target
Likelihood

Impact of risk on outcomes and benefits

Current Rating

Cause of risk

Current
Likelihood
Current
Impact

Risk description

Version 2.1

TYPE

Risk
Category

30/03/2021

Owner

Ref

RISK REGISTER

Control measures / mitigations

PA4
(Operational)

Errors in producing pension
statements due to employer
producing poor data
Governance & recording of CARE benefits
Compliance
or due to inability to provide
additional information
required as a result of
equalisation (PA24/25)

PA5
(Strategic)

Strategy &
Finance

Complaints leading to possible fines

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

Complaints leading to possible fines

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

Increased contribution rate

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

2

Utilisation of additional resource (partners / consultants).

Regular training is provided via a structured training programme to allow members to
review and challenge recommendations.
2

2

4

2

2

4

Actuarial, investment, independent and officer advice is available to assist members in
making their decisions.

The Altair system calculates the transitional protection appropriately
Regulations resulting in complex
calculations.

Threat

PA3
(Operational)

Increase in errors due to
more complex calculations
required for transitional
Governance & protection and other
Compliance
regulations (e.g. GMP
equalisation, GMP
rectification, £95k cap
pension strain).

Unable to effectively carry out Fund
management responsibilities

Linda D'Souza
/Robert
Browning

Officers assigned to Board and Committee.
2

2

2

4

1

2

2

Threat

PA2
(Operational)

Insufficient knowledge &
Governance & understanding of Pension
Compliance
Board / Committee in line
with legislative requirements.

Linda D'Souza
Committee and Board not operating effectively /Robert
Browning

2

2

4

1

2

2

Support may be obtained from the Local Government Association and Lambeth's Pension
Fund actuary, Hymans Robertson.

1) Recording of pay and pension contributions is checked thoroughly by officers and
through running Altair reports.
2) Statutory guidance on the calculation of benefits where historic information is
incomplete.

Threat

1) Possible measure of Insuring against the cost and impact
Rise in ill health retirements
impact employer
organisations

2

2

4

1

2

2

2) Actuarial Valuations (Latest valuation shows no significant increase than that
assumed).

PA6
(Operational)

People

Lack of resources/time

Concentration of knowledge in small
number of officers and risk of departure or
absence of key staff

Benefits applied incorrectly. Possible
complaints

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

Threat

1) Clear process notes in place.
2

2

4

1

2

2

2) Development of team members & succession planning regularly reviewed.
3) Further training and networking with other LGPS pension administration teams.

PA8
(Operational)

Customer
outcomes &
quality

Contract
Management

Inaccurate information in
public domain leads to
damage to reputation and
loss of confidence

Reputational damage. GDPR / data protection
breach.

Financial failure of third
party supplier results in
service impairment and
financial loss

Service impairment and financial loss

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

1

2

2

1

2

2

2) Maintain constructive relationships with employing bodies to ensure that news is well
managed.
3) Ensure Lambeth Pension Fund website is kept up to date.

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

Threat

PA7
(Operational)

Threat

1) Ensure that all requests for information (Freedom of Information, Member & Public
questions at Council, etc.) are managed appropriately and that Part 2 items remain so.

1

2

2

1

2

2

1) Reputable third party suppliers used and fall within pension administration framework
agreements.
2) Performance of third parties monitored via the Council's contract management system.
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People

Threat

Insufficient resource to
support requirements and
demands of Pension
Committee and Board.

PA1
(Operational)

Threat

Operational / Strategic risks

TREND

Target Rating

Target Impact

Target
Likelihood

Impact of risk on outcomes and benefits

Current Rating

Cause of risk

Current
Likelihood
Current
Impact

Risk description

Version 2.1

TYPE

Risk
Category

30/03/2021

Owner

Ref

RISK REGISTER

Control measures / mitigations

PA9
(Operational)

Incorrect, failed or late
Governance & employee/employer
Compliance
contributions payments
received

PLT and ML Community issues not yet
resolved.

Incorrect, failed or late employee/employer
contributions payments received

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

Threat

1) Monthly monitoring of pensions contributions against expectation.
2) Reminders sent to employers when they fail to meet payment deadline.
3

2

6

2

2

4
3) Scope to report persistent late payment to TPR
4) Quarterly internal Audit.

Bond yields fall

Governance review identifies opportunities
to improve service efficiency

Improved service

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

Leading to an increase in value of liabilities: a
0.1% reduction in the discount rate will
increase the liability valuation by 2%

Robert
Browning

PA15
(Strategic)

Strategy &
Finance

Pay & price inflation is
significantly more or less
than anticipated

An increase in CPI inflation by 0.1% will
increase the liability valuation by 1.4%

Robert
Browning

PA16
(Strategic)

Strategy &
Finance

Pensioners living longer

Adding one year to life expectancy will increase Robert
the future service rate by 0.8%
Browning

PA17
(Strategic)

PA18
(Strategic)

Strategy &
Finance

Strategy &
Finance

Actuarial Valuation

The London CIV and all
Investment Managers fail to
achieve performance targets
over the longer term

Impact of increases to employer contributions

Robert
Browning

A shortfall of 0.1% on the investment target will Robert
result in an annual impact of £2.6m
Browning

Threat

Strategy &
Finance

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

1

2

2

Threat

PA14
(Strategic)

Governance review Opportunities

Governance review identifies fundamental
issues that significantly impact the pension Adverse impact on the Pension Fund
fund

2

2

2

4

1

2

2

1) Pension Fund Disaster Recovery Plan in place.
Cloud based pensions system along with system backup.

Threat

Growth &
Opportunities

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

2

2

2

4

1

2

2

Prompt action to respond to/rectify identified issue and continual assessments carried out.

Opportunity

PA13
(Operational)

Pensioners do not receive their pension
The risk of loss, disruption or damage to the
payment. Payments to members and third
Fund or its members as a result of the
parties not made (refunds, retirement lump
failure of its IT systems and processes.
sum, death grant, Tax Office etc.).

1

4

2

-8

4

4

-16

Business improvements identified (pensions workflow and document management).

4

1) The actuarial funding navigator report is received quarterly and provides an early
warning of any potential problems.
2) Early consultation with the actuary will take place with regard to the next actuarial
valuation in 2022.
3) Current investment strategy review has addressed liability protection.

Threat

Governance &
Governance review - Risks
Compliance

Linda D'Souza
/ Linda
Osborne

2

2

4

2

2

2)

1) Fund employers should monitor own experience.
2) Assumptions made on pay and price inflation (for the purposes of IAS19/FRS102 and
actuarial valuations) should be long term assumptions.
3) The fund holds investment in corporate bonds to mitigate some of the risk.
4) Current investment strategy review has addressed liability protection.

Threat

PA12
(Operational)

Data breaches. Fraudulent activity resulting in
loss of benefits to Fund members or next of
kin. Possible fines.

1

2

2

1

2

2

Threat

Governance &
Systems failures
Compliance

Increased risk of fraud and loss of data
from laptops due to increased home
working.

1

4

4

1

4

4

1) The actuary Hymans Robertson use long term longevity projections in the actuarial
valuation process.
2) Lambeth has joined Club Vita, which looks at mortality rates that are employer specific.

2

1) Officers consult and engage with employer organisations in conjunction with the actuary
during the valuation process. The latest FSS will be issued to employers for comment and
an Employer Forum will be arranged during the consultation period.
2) Actuary will assist where appropriate with stabilisation and phasing in processes.
3) Allowance for possible increases to be made within budgets.
4) Committee sign-off would be sought.

4

1) The Investment Management Agreements clearly state Lambeth Pension Fund's
expectations in terms of performance targets.
2) The LCIV and Investment manager performance is reviewed on a quarterly basis.
3) Pensions Committee should be positioned to move quickly if it is felt that targets will not
be met.
4) The Fund's investment management structure is highly diversified, which lessens the
impact of manager risk compared with less diversified structures.
5) Update on the LCIV is a standing item on the Committee’s agenda, with a presentation
from the LCIV once a year at the Committee meeting.

Threat

PA11
(Operational)

Cyber Risk

Threat

Information
Governance

2

1

2

4

4

4

1

1

2

4
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PA10
(Operational)

1) Adherence to the Council's home working policy.
2) Ensure officers and Committee/Board members have an understanding of relevant
cyber security processes.
3) Paper copies with sensitive data not taken home (e.g. original birth certificates).
4) Movement towards provision of electronic documents instead of hard copy (from March
2020)
5) encrypted documentation and secure passwords.

Target
Likelihood

Target Impact

Target Rating

4

4

1

4

4

1) Use of investment consultants to monitor investment strategy.
2) Setting of Fund specific benchmark relevant to the current position of fund liabilities.
3) Overall asset allocation regularly monitored by the Pensions committee.
4) Fund manager targets set based on market benchmarks or absolute return measures.

1

2

2

1

2

2

1) Committee takes a long term view of strategic asset allocation.
2) Committee acts on advice from external parties.

Robert
Browning

PA20
(Strategic)

Strategy &
Finance

Asset reallocations in
volatile markets

May lock in past losses

Robert
Browning

Robert
Browning

Failure to comply with
Governance & legislative requirements e.g.
Compliance
ISS/FSS/Governance
Policy/FOI

Resulting in the matter being escalated to the
scheme advisory board and/or the pensions
regulator

Robert
Browning

PA23
(Operational)

Governance & Failure to sign-off accounts
Compliance
and annual report on time

Qualified audit opinion

Robert
Browning

Impact of increases to employer contributions

Linda
D'Souza/
Robert
Browning

Impact of increases to employer contributions

Linda
D'Souza/
Robert
Browning

PA24
Strategy &
(Operational &
Finance
Strategic)

PA25
Strategy &
(Operational &
Finance
Strategic)

PA26
(Operational)

Customer
outcomes &
quality

Remedies relating to the
McCloud judgement that
need to be made in relation
to the LGPS

Court of Appeal ruling that the transitional
protections awarded to some scheme
members were unlawful on the grounds of
age discrimination and could not be
justified.

Guaranteed Minimum
Pension (GMP) equalisation

High court ruling determination that UK
defined pension schemes must
compensate members for differences
attributable to GMP.

GMP values recorded on HMRC database
Guaranteed Minimum
differs to that recorded by Lambeth
Pension (GMP) reconciliation
Pensions resulting in under and
& Rectification
overpayment of pensions.

Rectification of under/overpayment of pensions
resulting in LGPS member complaints and
Linda D'Souza
reputational damage.

2

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1) Ensure cooperative dialogue between committee and board.
Pensions Governance manager appointed.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1) Ensure internal audit work plan is fulfilled on a quarterly basis.
2) Early dialogue and close working with the external auditor

2

1) Allowance has been made in the MTFS (1% of pay)
2)
Allowance made with actuarial tri-ennial valuation 2019
3)
Taken into account within IAS18/FRS102 calculations
4) Increase resources within the pensions team to effectively manage the equalisation
process.
5) Utilise system automated processes where possible

2

1) Allowance has been made in the MTFS (1% of pay)
Allowance made with actuarial tri-ennial valuation 2019
Taken into account within IAS18/FRS102 calculations
4) Increase resources within the pensions team to effectively manage the GMP
equalisation process.
5) Utilise system automated processes where possible

2

1) Allowance has been made in the MTFS (also enveloped in the 1% of pay)
2) Issue 'plain English' communications to affected members
3) Create simple rectification processes including a GMP reconciliation
overpayment/underpayment policy
4) Increase resources within the pensions team to effectively manage the reconciliation
process.
5) Utilise system automated processes where possible

Threat

Leads to reputational damage and/or financial
loss

Threat

PA22
(Operational)

Insufficient attention to
social, ethical &
environmental risks

Threat

Strategy &
Finance

1) Ensure no conflict of interests between Council and Pension Fund
2) Review ISS in relation to published best practice (e.g. UN Principles for responsible
investment)
3) Ensure fund managers are encouraged to engage and to follow the requirements of the
published ISS.
4) The Fund is now a member of the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum, which raises
officer awareness of ESG issues and facilitates engagement with fund managers. 5) The
Fund has now signed-up to an exclusion mandate 6) Direct exposure nil and indirect
exposure <1%.

3

3

3

2

2

2

6

6

6

1

1

1

2

2

2

Linda
Cashflow – Concerns on whether ee/er
D'Souza/
contributions will be received from employers
Robert
and whether there is sufficient cashflow to pay
Browning
for benefits.
Governance – Inability to hold Member/Officer
meetings.

Threat

Implications as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic.

2)
3)

Staffing – All the teams (Lambeth Pensions Service and the Pensions & Treasury Team)
are working from home and following the Council’s policy with regards to COVID19. There
is currently >80% staffing capacity.

Staffing – Significant number of council staff
and providers are infected with COVID-19 and
unable to perform their duties.
Strategy &
PA27
Finance/
(Operational & People /
Covid-19
Strategic)
Governance &
Compliance

2)

2

2

4

2

2

4

Cashflow – Over 99% of the fund is Lambeth Council. The Council has made suitable
arrangements to continue paying their primary and secondary rates. Movement towards
cash-flow driven investing undertaken as part of the investment Strategy from 2019,
recognising the need for income as a result of contributions received being lower than
benefits paid.
Governance – Government advice on holding future Committee and Pension Board
meetings has been adopted. Officer meetings held remotely through Skype.
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PA21
(Strategic)

Threat

Impact of increases to employer contributions

Threat

Inappropriate long-term
investment strategy

Control measures / mitigations

Threat

Strategy &
Finance

Ref
PA19
(Strategic)

TREND

Current Rating

1

Risk description

Current
Likelihood
Current
Impact

Impact of risk on outcomes and benefits

Risk
Category

TYPE

Cause of risk

Threat

Version 2.1

Threat

30/03/2021

Owner

RISK REGISTER

PA29
(Operational)

Strategy &
Finance/
Pensions system
People /
procurement
Governance &
Compliance

Implications of contract not being in place
from 1 April 2021.

Unable to fulfil statutory obligations; e.g.
Unable to pay pensioners. Unable to calculate
scheme member benefits.

New legislation introduced in the autumn
which altered the way redundancy benefits
are carried out for members aged 55 and
over.

Short term impact on staff resource in
implementing exit pay reform legislation. Large
communication exercise to employers and
LGPS members required. Conflicting
Linda D'Souza
regulations on the application of these
retirement benefits leading to possible legal
challenge.

PA30
(Operational)

Strategy &
Finance/
People /
Exit pay reform
Governance &
Compliance

Linda D'Souza

4

2

-8

4

4

-16

1

4

4

1

4

4

New contract in place by April 2020 via a direct award or the National LGPS Framework.

0

EXIT PAY REGULATIONS HAS BEEN REVOKED THEREFORE THE MITIGATIONS
STATED BELOW ARE NO LONGER NECESSARY - No remedies necessary as the
exit cap did not apply to any scheme members who retired between 4 November to
date. (Risk to be removed in the next update)
1) Utilise 3rd party to provide a workable semi-manual solution until the pensions software
system is configured.
2) Additional resources where required.
3)
Utilise additional tools provided by the Local Government Association / Scheme Advisory
Board to assist in communicating to LGPS members.

NA

NA

0

NA

NA

TREND

Service transformed to fully utilise digital and
electronic platforms (e.g. virtual L&D, increase Linda D'Souza
uptake of Member Self Service etc.).

Target Rating

Improvements identified

Target Impact

Maximising on new way of
working since pandemic
(New Beginnings)

Target
Likelihood

Growth &
Opportunities

Current Rating

PA28
(Operational)

Current
Likelihood
Current
Impact

Impact of risk on outcomes and benefits

TYPE

Cause of risk

Opportunity

Risk description

Ref

Risk
Category

Threat

Version 2.1

Threat

30/03/2021

Owner

RISK REGISTER

Control measures / mitigations

Increase use of digital platforms to enhance customer experience.
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Agenda Item 6

PENSIONS BOARD 14 APRIL 2021
Report title: Lambeth Pension Fund – Investment Performance Review – 31
December 2020
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Finance and Performance: Councillor Andy Wilson
Report Authorised by: Strategic Director for Finance and Investment: Fiona
McDermott:
Contact for Enquiries: Robert Browning, Head of Treasury and Pensions, 07394
402801, rbrowning@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
The Pensions Committee considers Fund Managers' performance on a quarterly
basis in order to assess the performance of the Council's Pension Fund investments
and the market outlook.
This report informs Members of the Fund Managers’ performance as measured by
Mercer, the Fund's investment adviser, and keeps Members up to date on managing
the implemented Investment strategy.

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no direct financial implications in agreeing this report. For the quarter
ended 31 December 2020, the Pension Fund costs in respect of Fund Managers’
fees totalled £1,842,124.91 of which only £1,248.64 was remitted; the remainder was
deducted in the daily pricing of the individual portfolio’s net asset value. The Pension
Fund meets all fees and there are no additional financial implications for the Council.

1.

RECOMMENDATIONS
That the report, together with the information in the accompanying performance
report, be noted.
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1
1.1

CONTEXT
The Pensions Committee reviews performance of the Council’s Pension Fund
investments and administration on a quarterly basis and considers the market
outlook. In addition, the Committee considers the Council's Pension Fund
arrangements and pension policy issues. The following narrative provides headlines
from the investment performance report from Mercer.

2

PROPOSALS AND REASONS

2.1

Performance to 31 December 2020
The market value of the Fund as at 31 December 2020 was £1,785.3m showing an
increase of £103.6m or 6.2% over the previous quarter (£1,681.7m at 30 September
2020).

2.2

The Fund outperformed the benchmark over the quarter to 31 December 2020,
primarily as a result of outperformance in the global equity portfolios managed by
Baillie Gifford and RBC and the emerging market equity portfolio managed by JP
Morgan.

2.3

The Fund has outperformed the benchmark over all time periods shown to 31
December 2020; performance over the 12-month period was particularly notable, at
9.9% ahead of benchmark.

2.4

The full performance report from Mercer is attached at Appendix One; the table
showing asset class performance over three months, one year, three years, and five
years is re-produced below.

Asset Class

Last Quarter
Last Year
Last 3 Years
Fund B’mark Fund B’mark Fund
B’mark
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%
(%
p.a.)
p.a.)

Last 5 Years
Fund
B’mark
(%
(%
p.a.)
p.a.)

Global Equity

11.4

8.2

37.4

12.8

18.9

10.2

20.3

14.2

Emerging
Markets
Equity
Property

17.1

13.2

26.6

14.7

-

-

-

-

(1.0)

2.0

1.9

8.0

1.5

8.0

6.9

8.0

UK PRS
Property
Multi-Asset
Credit

0.6

1.4

1.9

(2.9)

-

-

-

-

5.1

1.0

1.7

4.5

-

-

-

-

Private Debt

(3.0)

1.0

(2.1)

4.5

-

-

-

-

LDI

0.8

0.9

(3.6)

(3.5)

(4.3)

(4.3)

-

-

Total (exAdams Street)

7.1

4.4

19.4

9.5

8.8

6.7

10.2

8.6
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Figures shown are net of fees and based on performance provided by the Investment
Managers, Mercer estimates and Thomson Reuters Datastream.
For periods over one year the figures in the table above have been annualised.
Total Scheme returns include quarterly returns for Private Debt calculated by Mercer
using a Modified Dietz approach based on data provided by Churchill, Invesco and
Thomson Reuters Datastream. Over the long-term returns are chain linked using
quarterly Total Fund returns.
Property benchmark return taken as an absolute return target of 8% p.a. for
performance measurement purposes.
Multi Asset Credit benchmark return taken as 3 Month Sterling LIBOR +4% p.a. for
performance measurement purposes.
UK Private Rented Sector Property and Private Debt figures shown for all periods are
calculated by Mercer using a Modified Dietz approach over each period and are
based on data provided by Churchill, Invesco and Thomson Reuters Datastream.

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Rebalancing
As at 31 December 2020 the Fund’s allocation to global equities was 9.6% over
benchmark allocation, most notably with Baillie Gifford (7.3% over benchmark), whilst
the overall property allocation is 5.7% under the benchmark (see page 2 of Appendix
One). The over allocation to equities is a result of the overall increase in market value
of the Fund’s equity holdings, and not as a result of additional investment.
Fund Management Fees
For the quarter ended 31 December 2020 the Fund’s costs in respect of Fund
Managers’ fees totalled £1,842,124.91 of which only £1,248.64 was remitted; the
remainder was deducted in the daily pricing of the individual portfolio’s net asset
value. Fees are calculated on market value of the portfolio as at the end of the
quarter after adjusting for Fund Managers’ internal funds. All fees are met by the
Pension Fund.
Funding Level as at 31 December 2020
The funding level at the last formal valuation as at 31 March 2019 was 82%. The
funding level as at the end of 31 December 2020 was 92.5%, an increase of more
than 10% over the current valuation period. However, it should be noted that market
reactions to the Chancellor’s announcement on RPI reform have indicated our
estimate of long-term CPI may be viewed as optimistic; as a result, the true
underlying funding level may be slightly lower than indicated in this update.
Implementation of Investment Strategy
As a reminder, the investment strategy changes approved by Committee at their
March 2020 meeting are as follows:
 Invest proceeds in Private Debt (circa 7%).
 Invest in Property (circa 4%). The Committee requested that with this
allocation, the Fund should work closely with the LCIV on the potential for an
investment in their London Fund. Should this not fulfil the needs of the
Committee, the Fund should also look at other possibilities such as
renewables with the LCIV.
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2.9

The progress update on the implementation of our 2020 Investment Strategy can be
found in Appendix Two. Key highlights are as follows:
 Mercer is working with the Fund to implement the 2020 Investment Strategy
changes as approved by Committee at their March 2020 meeting.
 The Committee appointed M&G as the new MAC mandate manager for
diversification purposes and officers made the full investment in December
2020.
 Officers worked with other London boroughs to invest into this M&G mandate
for manager diversification purposes.
 Officers are working with LCIV on the Private Debt offer.

3
3.1

FINANCE
This report outlines the financial performance of the Pension Fund over the quarter to
31 December 2020. There are no further financial implications in agreeing to the
recommendations in this report.

4
4.1

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY
The Lambeth Pension Fund is run in accordance with the Local Government Pension
Scheme Regulations 2013 enacted along with other Regulations under the
Superannuation Act 1972 and the Public Service Pension Act 2013, and is for the
benefit of Council employees and outside organisations which have entered into an
agreement with Lambeth to provide pensions for their staff.

4.2

The Pension Committee must be mindful of their fiduciary duty to obtain the best
possible financial return on the investments it administers within the investment
strategy framework.

4.3

There are no additional comments from Democratic Services.

5
5.1

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION
Not Applicable.

6
6.1

RISK MANAGEMENT
Investment decisions involve taking risks that Members of the Committee should
always bear in mind. Generally, risk is taken to mean the variability of returns.
Investments with greater risk must usually promise higher returns than more ‘stable’
investments before investors will buy them. Members must consider the risk/reward
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trade-off; generally, the higher the potential return expected the higher the associated
risk. Members in their capacity as Trustees bear that risk.
7
7.1

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT
None for the purposes of this report.

8
8.1

COMMUNITY SAFETY
None for the purposes of this report.

9

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
None for the purposes of this report.

9.2

Health
None for the purposes of this report.

9.3

Corporate Parenting
None for the purposes of this report.

9.4

Staffing and accommodation
None for the purposes of this report.

9.5

Responsible Procurement
None for the purposes of this report.

10
10.1

TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Not Applicable.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Consultation
Name/Position
Councillor Andrew
Wilson, Cabinet
Member
Fiona McDermott,
Strategic Director
Christina Thompson,
Director of Finance
Hamant Bharadia,
Assistant Director of
Finance
Andrew Pavlou,
Legal Services
Marianna Ritchie,
Democratic Services
Mercer (External)

Lambeth
directorate/
division or
partner

Date Sent

Date
Received

Comments
in para:

Finance and
Performance

04.03.2021

05.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

03.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

03.03.2021

04.03.2021

None

04.03.2021

05.03.2021

None

Finance and
Investment
Finance and
Investment
Finance and
Investment
Legal and
Democratic
Services
Legal and
Democratic
Services
Consultant

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet
Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from
Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward
plan
Key decision reasons
Background information

Appendices

N/A
3 March 2021
11 March 2021
No
No
N/A
N/A
N/A
 Appendix One – London Borough of
Lambeth Pension Fund Investment
Performance Report December 2020
 Appendix Two – Investment Strategy
2020 Implementation plan status update
Dec 2020.
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HEALTH WEALTH CAREER

LAMBETH PENSION
FUND
QUARTER TO 31 DECEMBER
2020

Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
REPORT

0
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ASSET CLASS OVERVIEW
AND PERFORMANCE

1

1

AS S E T AL L O C AT I O N B Y AS S E T C L AS S
Actual Asset Allocation
Asset Class

Start of Quarter End of Quarter Start of Quarter End of Quarter
(£m)

(£m)

(%)

(%)

Target
Benchmark
(%)

LDI

238.6

240.7

14.2

13.5

15.0

Global Equity

634.4

707.0

37.7

39.6

30.0

Emerging Markets Equity

163.6

191.8

9.7

10.7

10.0

Property

126.2

124.0

7.5

6.9

UK Private Rented Sector Property

42.5

42.7

2.5

2.4

Diversified Growth

81.5

-

4.8

-

-

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

-

69.4

64.2

4.1

3.6

5.0

213.4

345.3

12.7

19.3

12.0

35.2

38.1

2.1

2.1

12.0

76.3
1,681.7

31.2
1,785.3

4.5
100.0

1.7
100.0

1.0
100.0

SPV
Multi-Asset Credit
Private Debt
Cash
Total
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Private Equity

15.0

Source: Investment Managers and Mercer.
Figures may not sum to total due to rounding.
Benchmark allocation includes the private equity portfolio managed by Adams Street. For performance measurement purposes we exclude the allocation to private equity.
Diversified Growth asset class is composed by of Aviva’s multi-strategy portfolios.
Private Equity and Private Debt end of quarter valuations were estimated based on the capital calls occurred over the quarter.
Private Debt valuation includes Churchill assets, converted from USD to GBP at the appropriate USD/GBP exchange rate.
Cash includes assets held by State Street and the transition account and RREEF..

Rebalancing Framework
• As at 31 December 2020, the Fund's asset allocation was most notably overweight to global equity and most notably underweight to property
and private debt.

Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.

2

ASSET CLASS PERFORMANCE TO 31 DECEMBER 2020,
NET OF FEES
Last Quarter

Last Year

Last 3 Years

Last 5 Years

Fund
(%)

B'mark
(%)

Fund
(%)

B'mark
(%)

Fund
(% p.a.)

B'mark
(% p.a.)

Fund
(% p.a.)

B'mark
(% p.a.)

Global Equity

11.4

8.2

37.4

12.8

18.9

10.2

20.3

14.2

Emerging Markets Equity

17.1

13.2

26.6

14.7

--

--

--

--

Property

-1.0

2.0

1.9

8.0

1.5

8.0

6.9

8.0

UK Private Rented Sector Property

0.6

1.4

1.9

-2.9

--

--

--

--

Multi-Asset Credit

5.1

1.0

1.7

4.5

--

--

--

--

Private Debt

-3.0

1.0

-2.1

4.5

--

--

--

--

LDI

0.8

0.9

-3.6

-3.5

-4.3

-4.3

--

--

Total (ex-Adams Street)

7.1

4.4

19.4

9.5

8.8

6.7

10.2

8.6
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Asset Class

Figures shown are net of fees and based on performance provided by the Investment Managers, Mercer estimates and Thomson Reuters Datastream.
For periods over one year the figures in the table above have been annualised.
Total Scheme returns include quarterly returns for Private Debt calculated by Mercer using a Modified Dietz approach based on data provided by Churchill, Invesco and Thomson Reuters Datastream. Over the long
term returns are chain linked using quarterly Total Fund returns.
Property benchmark return taken as an absolute return target of 8% p.a. for performance measurement purposes.
Multi-Asset Credit benchmark return taken as 3 Month Sterling LIBOR +4% p.a. for performance measurement purposes.
UK Private Rented Sector Property and Private Debt figures shown for all periods are calculated by Mercer using a Modified Dietz approach over each period and are based on data provided by Churchill, Invesco and
Thomson Reuters Datastream.

• The Fund has outperformed the benchmark over all time periods shown to 31 December 2020.
• Performance over the 12 month period was particularly notable, at 9.9% ahead of benchmark.

Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.

3

AS S E T AL L O C AT I O N B Y M AN A G E R
Manager

Actual Asset Allocation
Start of Quarter End of Quarter Start of Quarter
(£m)
(£m)
(%)

End of Quarter
(%)

Target
Benchmark
(%)

Insight (LDI)

238.6

240.7

14.2

13.5

15.0

Baillie Gifford (London CIV)

357.8

397.6

21.3

22.3

15.0

RBC (London CIV)

276.6

309.4

16.4

17.3

15.0

JP Morgan (London CIV)

163.6

191.8

9.7

10.7

10.0

Invesco (Property)

126.1

124.0

7.5

6.9

42.5

42.7

2.5

2.4

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

-

Adams Street

69.4

64.2

4.1

3.6

5.0

Aviva

81.5

-

4.8

-

-

213.4

224.6

12.7

12.6

-

120.6

-

6.8

Churchill

19.3

20.1

1.1

1.1

Permira

15.9

18.0

0.9

1.0

Insight (Cash)

60.0

15.0

3.6

0.8

1.0

16.3
1,681.7

16.2
1,785.3

1.0
100.0

0.9
100.0

100.0

Invesco (UK Private Rented Sector Property)
PAAMCO (SPV)

M&G

Transition Account

Total
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CQS (London CIV)

15.0

12.0
12.0

Source: Investment Managers and Mercer.
Figures may not sum to total due to rounding.
Benchmark allocation includes the private equity portfolio managed by Adams Street. For performance measurement purposes we exclude the allocation to private equity.
Adams Street and Permira end of quarter valuations were estimated based on the capital calls occurred over the quarter.
Churchill valuation was converted from USD to GBP at the appropriate USD/GBP exchange rate.
Transition account represents assets held by State Street. Foreign currency accounts balances were converted to GBP using the prevailing start and end of quarter exchange rate.

Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.

4

INVESTMENT MANAGER PERFORMANCE TO 31 DECEMBER
2020, NET OF FEES
Manager

Last Quarter
Fund
B'mark
(%)
(%)

Last Year
Fund
B'mark
(%)
(%)

Last 3 Years
Fund
B'mark
(% p.a.)
(% p.a.)

Last 5 Years
Fund
B'mark
(% p.a.)
(% p.a.)

0.8

0.9

-3.6

-3.5

-4.3

-4.3

--

--

Baillie Gifford (London CIV)

11.1

8.6

32.9

13.2

17.7

10.3

20.1

14.6

RBC (London CIV)

11.8

7.8

--

--

--

--

--

--

JP Morgan (London CIV)

17.1

13.2

26.6

14.7

--

--

--

--

Invesco (Property)

-1.0

2.0

1.9

8.0

1.5

8.0

7.0

8.0

Invesco (UK PRS)

0.6

1.4

1.9

-2.9

--

--

--

--

Aviva

-0.8

1.1

-2.3

5.1

0.4

5.2

--

--

CQS (London CIV)

5.3

1.0

1.9

4.5

--

--

--

--

M&G

0.7

0.3

--

--

--

--

--

--

Churchill

-5.5

1.0

-3.3

4.5

--

--

--

--

Permira

0.0

1.0

0.5

4.5

--

--

--

--

Total (ex-Adams Street)

7.1

4.4

19.4

9.5

8.8

6.7

10.2

8.6
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Insight (LDI)

Figures shown are net of fees and based on performance provided by the Investment Managers, Mercer estimates and Thomson Reuters Datastream.
For periods over one year the figures in the table above have been annualised.
Total Scheme returns include quarterly returns for Invesco (UK Private Rented Sector Property) and Churchill and Permira calculated by Mercer using a Modified Dietz approach based on data provided by investment
managers and Thomson Reuters Datastream. Over the long term returns are chain linked using quarterly Total Fund returns.
Invesco (property) benchmark return taken as absolute return target of 8% p.a. for performance measurement purposes.
Aviva benchmark return taken as 6 Month Sterling LIBOR +4.3% p.a. for performance measurement purposes. Last quarter, year, three years and since inception performance is shown over periods from 30 September
2020, 31 December 2019, 31 December 2017 and 29 November 2016, respectively to 28 October 2020.
CQS, M&G, Churchill and Permira benchmark returns taken as 3 Month Sterling LIBOR +4% p.a. for performance measurement purposes.
M&G performance shown since inception, inception date taken as 1 December 2020 for performance measurement purposes.
Invesco (UK Private Rented Sector Property), Churchill and Permira figures shown for all periods are calculated by Mercer using a Modified Dietz approach over each period and are based on data provided by the
Investment Managers and Thomson Reuters Datastream.

• The Fund outperformed the benchmark over the quarter to 31 December 2020, primarily as a result of outperformance in the
global equity portfolios managed by Baillie Gifford and RBC and the emerging market equity portfolio managed by JP Morgan.
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MARKET BACKGROUND
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6

6

MARKET BACKGROUND
PERFORMANCE OVER Q4 2020

Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.
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Following the strong economic rebound during summer, the global economy started to
slow again during the fourth quarter as restrictions gradually returned to all major
regions. Nevertheless, the economic impact was not nearly as bad as in early 2020 as
businesses were much better prepared this time. Good news regarding vaccine roll-out
and positive developments on several political fronts led investors look beyond these
setbacks and expectations were set towards a major recovery in 2021. This drove a riskon rally, leading to another quarter of strong returns for risk assets and weaker
performance for defensive assets.
The US economy rebounded by 33.4% quarter-on-quarter (annualised) to the end of
September 2020 which is the biggest expansion ever. Early estimates for the fourth
quarter of 2020 indicate low single digit growth at best after restrictions returned to many
US states. Monetary and fiscal policy remained very lose, with the Federal Reserve
committing to keeping asset purchases at currently levels for the coming months at least
and a $900bn fiscal stimulus package was approved. Investors were relieved after the
November election yielded what was perceived to be a centrist and fairly market friendly
US government.
China is still furthest ahead in terms of economic recovery after its GDP rebounded over
the last two quarters with lost output in early 2020 already fully recovered. Emerging
markets outside East Asia remain more severely affected by COVID-19 and except for
India, case growth is still at peak levels even if a weaker US Dollar and a recovery in
natural resources prices has helped the many commodity exporting countries in this
region.
Quarter-on-quarter GDP also saw record rebounds over the third quarter for the
Eurozone and Japan of 12.5% and 5.3% respectively (non-annualised). Whilst Japan is
expected to see low growth over the fourth quarter, renewed lockdowns in Europe that
started early in the quarter are expected to result in negative GDP growth in low single
digits for the Eurozone for the fourth quarter.
In the UK, quarter-on-quarter GDP rebounded by 16% to the end of June (nonannualised). Headline CPI inflation marginally fell to 0.3% at the end of November from
0.5% at the end of September. The Brexit deal at year end was major good news but
this was tempered by large swathes of the country entering Christmas in full lockdown
after a more contagious strain of COVID-19 started to spread across London and the
South East.

7

MARKET BACKGROUND
PERFORMANCE OVER 1 AND 3 YEARS TO 30
SEPTEMBER 2020
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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I M P O R TA N T N O T I C E S
References to Mercer shall be construed to include Mercer LLC and/or its associated companies.
© 2021 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.
This contains confidential and proprietary information of Mercer and is intended for the exclusive use of the parties to whom it was provided by Mercer. Its content may not
be modified, sold or otherwise provided, in whole or in part, to any other person or entity, without Mercer’s prior written permission.
The findings, ratings and/or opinions expressed herein are the intellectual property of Mercer and are subject to change without notice. They are not intended to convey any
guarantees as to the future performance of the investment products, asset classes or capital markets discussed. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Mercer’s ratings do not constitute individualized investment advice.
Information contained herein has been obtained from a range of third party sources. While the information is believed to be reliable, Mercer has not sought to verify it
independently. As such, Mercer makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the information presented and takes no responsibility or liability (including for
indirect, consequential or incidental damages), for any error, omission or inaccuracy in the data supplied by any third party.
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This does not contain regulated investment advice in respect of actions you should take. No investment decision should be made based on this information without
obtaining prior specific, professional advice relating to your own circumstances. Delete if report includes regulated advice.
This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities, commodities and/or any other financial instruments or products or constitute a
solicitation on behalf of any of the investment managers, their affiliates, products or strategies that Mercer may evaluate or recommend.
For the most recent approved ratings of an investment strategy, and a fuller explanation of their meanings, contact your Mercer representative.
For Mercer’s conflict of interest disclosures, contact your Mercer representative or see www.mercer.com/conflictsofinterest.
Mercer’s universes are intended to provide collective samples of strategies that best allow for robust peer group comparisons over a chosen timeframe. Mercer does not
assert that the peer groups are wholly representative of and applicable to all strategies available to investors. Optional - include if Mercer Universe data is included.
Please also note:
•

The value of investments can go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount you have invested. In addition investments denominated in a foreign
currency will fluctuate with the value of the currency.

•

The valuation of investments in property based portfolios, including forestry, is generally a matter of a valuer’s opinion, rather than fact.

•

When there is no (or limited) recognised or secondary market, for example, but not limited to property, hedge funds, private equity, infrastructure, forestry, swap and
other derivative based funds or portfolios it may be difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the value of the investments or deal in the investments.

•

Where the investment is via a fund of funds the investment manager typically has to rely on the underlying managers for valuations of the interests in their funds.

•

Care should be taken when comparing private equity / infrastructure performance (which is generally a money-weighted performance) with quoted investment
performance (which is generally a time-weighted performance). Direct comparisons are not always possible.

Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.
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Mercer Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority Registered in England No. 984275.
Registered Office: 1 Tower Place West, Tower Place, London EC3R 5BU.
Copyright © 2021 Mercer Limited. All rights reserved.
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Appendix Two - Investment Strategy 2020 Implementation Plan Satus Update December 2020
Dec-20

Target
Completion

Terminate LCIV Ruffer DGF mandate

Complete

Sep-20

Terminate LCIV Pyrford DGF mandate

Complete

Sep-20

Invest above proceeds with LCIV CQS MAC mandate

Complete

Sep-20

Terminate DGF mandate with Aviva

Complete

Dec-20

Invest proceeds with new MAC manager outside LCIV

Complete

Dec-20

Invest £40m of Money Market Funds with new MAC manager

Complete

Dec-20

Appoint new LCIV PD Manager/s

On-going

Mar-21

Invest part of the LCIV MAC funds with the new LCIV PD Manager/s

On-going

Mar-21

Work with LCIV on Potential London Fund

Consultation with LCIV

TBC

Work with LCIV on Potential Renewable Fund

Consultation with LCIV

TBC

Investment Strategy Implementation Plan 2020
Project One

Project Two

Project Three

Abbreviations:
DD - Due Diligence
DGF - Diversified Growth Fund
LCIV - London Collective Investment Vehicle
MAC - Multi Asset Credit
PD - Private Debt
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Project Four
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